Lesson Plan
Chemical Equation Hip Hop Dance
Grade Level
7th Grade
Subject Area
Science
MSCCRS
P.7.5E.3

Compare and contrast balanced and unbalanced chemical equations to
demonstrate the number of atoms does not change in the reaction.

Art Form
Dance
MSCCR Creative Arts Standards
DA: Pr.5.1.7c
Collaborate with peers to practice and refine dances. Develop a group
performance expectations through observation and analyses.
Enduring Understanding:
Dancers use the mind-body connection and develop the body as an instrument for artistry and
artistic expression.
Essential Question:
What must a dancer do to prepare the mind and body for artistic expression?
Duration
1 hour
Materials
Projector
Computer
Body
Objectives
TLs will solve chemical equations utilizing hip hop dance in creative decision-making.
Vocabulary
Chemical equations
Reactant
Coefficients
Products
Dance

Hip Hop
Lesson Description
1. This lesson is an end of the unit lesson, so students know fully how to balance chemical
equations. Balancing chemical equations is a difficult skill, so students will not be able to
achieve success at the beginning of your unit.
2. TTW give the students the opportunity to watch dancers perform a hip hop dance:
https://youtu.be/OghLUl9YKzk *The kids in this are phenomenal.
3. TTW then give the students the opportunity to participate in a dance tutorial:
https://youtu.be/bmety40FIis?t=120 (about 10 minutes) *start video at two minutes.
4. Allow students time to practice.
5. TTW show the students the BASTE diagram:

6. ...and ask the following questions about the video and tutorial:
a. TTW ask, “What do the dancers do with their WHOLE bodies?” TSW respond.

b. TTW ask, “How were different PARTS of the body used?” TSW respond.
c. TTW ask, “What shapes did the body make? Please draw or describe.” TSW
respond.
d. TTW ask, “What else did you notice about how the body was used in this
dance?” TSW respond.
7. TT may want to discuss “Energy,” too. If so, explore it on a continuum.
a. TTW ask, “How does the dancer begin a movement?” TSW respond.
i.
“Is it sharp or is it smooth?” TSW respond.
ii.
“Is it sudden or is it sustained?” TSW respond.
b. TTW ask, “what’s the muscle tone like? How much are the muscles engaged and
working? TSW respond.
i.
“Are the muscles tight?” TSW respond.
ii.
“Are the muscles ever smooth?” TSW respond.
c. TTW ask, “How much force is used? Force often looks like effort.” TSW
respond.
i.
“Are the movements strong?” TSW respond.
ii.
“Are the movements gentle?” TSW respond.
d. TTW ask, “How does the dancer work with gravity? Is the dancer grounded and
connected to the earth or floating and lifting away?” TSW respond.
i.
“Are the movements heavy? TSW respond.
ii.
“Are the movements ever light?” TSW respond.
e. TTW ask, “How do the movements flow? Does the dancer connect the
movements? Are they tight and contained? Are they freely moving?” TSW
respond.
i.
“Are the movements bound?” TSW respond.
ii.
“Are the movements free?” TSW respond.
8. TTW turn student’s attention to a review on how to balance chemical equations using a
youtube video.
9. TTW explain that the class will be divided into groups of 3. Each group will be given a
chemical equation that is unbalanced.
10. They must first balance their equation. Then once their equation is balanced and
checked by the teacher, the groups must create a dance to represent their balanced
equation.
a. For example, if an equation is C 2H 6 + O 2 → CO

+ H 2O.
b. Students will need to be creative. For instance, if they wanted to represent
the letter C, then they could curve their body into a C. Each time a C is
2

used, they would curve their body like that. Students can step twice, or six
times to represent subscripts or quantities.
c. The student must be able to justify the chosen movements.
11. TTW explain that their dance must flow and show each part of the chemical
equation.
12. TLs will get their chemical equation and then solve it. TLs will then create their
dance to represent their balanced chemical equation.
13. TLs perform their balanced chemical equation dances.
Essential Question:
What must a dancer do to prepare the mind and body for artistic expression?
Recommended Resources
Balancing chemical equations- How to Balance a Chemical Equation EASY
Music: https://youtu.be/tOnTPW1MTZ4
Hip Hop Tutorial: https://youtu.be/bmety40FIis?t=120
Extended Learning Activities
N/A
Sources
N/A
Tips
Make sure the students have plenty of room to move. Make sure they have a means of
listening to their music https://youtu.be/tOnTPW1MTZ4 to rehearse.
Suggested Assessment Strategies in Dance
*3-2-1 Strategy
Students will identify 3 things they discovered, 2 interesting
things, and 1 question they still have.
*Self-Reflection

“I became more aware of…” or “I was surprised about…”
If students have a similar response to another student, they
should also add, “I agree with (student name), sentence starter,
response.

*Observation

TTW walk around the classroom and observe the students as

they are working in order to check for evidence of student
learning. The teacher should record anecdotal accounts from
each class, topics of private conferences, checklists, and/or any
rubrics utilized.
*Creative Process

TSW self-critique one’s performance.

*Journal

TSW write a personal response to this dance experience and
include any photos or drawings about the dance.
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